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GYMNASIUM AODITIO.N . BRYANT COLLEGE THE PROVIDENCE PARTNERSHIp · ARCHITECTS 
Gym Annex Proposal Approved 

by Michael DurkiD 
Art y St.tr Writer 
On Thursday, October 13. the 
Bryant Board of Trustees voted and 
approved plans for a I.S minion 
dollar annex to be built onto the 
existing gymnasium. 
According to Mr. John 
Heckinger, Vice President of 
Business Affairs, the gym annex will 
consist of a multi-purpose 
basketball court, five raquetball 
courts , a conference room. and 
offices to accommodate various 
student organizations. 
The basketball court. which is 
slightly smaller than the existing 
court, will be used for various 
varsity and intramural sports and its 
use will hopefully climate the 
existing late night sports schedule. 
The court wdl IIlso be used for 
mixers, concerts and othtr social 
functions. In addition to the court, 
the plans call for the construction of 
8 conference room which will 
accommodate approximately 12S 
people. According to Project 
Manager, Brian Britton, there is a 
possibility that the conference room. 
may be designed in order to 
broadcast on WJMF if the need 
arises. 
Another function of the annex 
will be to provide space.../lnd offices 
that will allow for expansion of the 
various student organizations 
presently located in the 
Unistructure. With the exception of 
the Senate, all student organizations 
will be moved into the annex. These 
include WJMF, The Archway, The 
Beadllaesl 
International: ·Most Airlines Prospering Under 
Deregulation 
·Carter Pledges $70 million to Feed 
·Caroline Facility Rejects Pleas to Cambodians Dump Atom Waste 
·West Germany Signs 2 Pacts For 
. • Bank Robberies Increased 43%Cooperation With China Over Five-year Period 
·Japan Naval Units to Join 4 Allies Local: 
In 1980 Maneuvers 
·URI No Den of Sex Criminals, 
·U.S. Navy Rescues 46 Vietnamese Newman Tells Legislative Unit 
National: 
·State Official's Son Gets $ 10,332 
·House, in Reversal, Continues Part-time Job 
Controls on Gasoline Prices 
·SOO Gallon Spill of Trichloro­
·Panel of Inquiry Seeks New Curbs ethylene Fouled Stamina Mills Well 
on Atom Plants for Years 
.F.T.C. Rules Out Ban on Ads by *Movie Theater Manager Debates 2 
Doctors Foes 'of Porn 
.VoIcker Cautions Bankers on ·No More Tax Exemptions Urged 
Credit for the Elderly in Smithfield . 
Ledger, Student Programming 
Board. Commuters in Action. and 
the Greek Letter 0 neil. ch 
organization will be given its own 
separate office and will be allowed 
much more space than was 
previously allocated. WJMF will be 
experiencing the most radical space 
change with their production studio, 
on-air studio, and record library 
being doubled in siz.e. The SPB 
office space is being tripled and the 
CIA will finally have its own office 
to work out of. 
There has been concern over the 
fact that moving the student 
organizations out of the 
Unistructure might limit 
accessability to them as far as the 
non-member students are 
concerned. Hopefully. placing all 
the organizations together in one 
section will generate enough student 
traffic and interest that only a small 
number of students will be 
inconvenienced by the move. 
A construction starting date is 
tentatively planned for this spring 
with intended completion for the fall 
of 1981. 
Counseling Center 
Employment Program 
Because of the tremendous 
response and interest in the new off­
campus employment program, I 
have found it necessary to set up 
office hours so that I may spend 
more time off campus with local 
industry and business. Therefore, 
office hours will be as follows: 
Monday morning, Tuesday 
Morning, Wednesday Afternoon, 
Friday, All day. 
If these hours are not convenient 
for you, special appointments may 
be amlnged in advance. 
By Craig Brickey 

of The Archway Staff 

"Communication skills are 
becoming increasingly important in 
the business world. In addition to 
seeking business majors who can 
speak and write effectively. 
companies and angencies are now 
recruiting communications 
specialists who have a supplemental 
background in business." This is the 
basic rationale behind a newly 
announced concentration in 
Business Communications, to be 
implemented in the fall of 1980. 
This new concentration intends to 
prepare good writers with a solid 
business background . Job 
opportunities in this field inclu·de 
work in advertising, public 
relations, publications, technical 
writing and editing, among other 
fast-growing fields. 
The program, though developed 
primar ily b y th e Eng l is h 
Department, is the result of il unique 
combined eCfort by tbe: Engluh. 
Ma n geme nt, Bnd r e ing 
d p a rl m ents . The three 
departments all had input in 
developing courses and a program 
of study. Development work started 
in the spring of 1978. when similar 
programs were researched and 
surveyed. Only thirteen such 
Business Communications 
Concentrations (to be distinguished 
from a Communications major, 
which is fairly commonplace) exist 
in the United States. 
After the English Department 
established the feasiblity of a 
Business Communications major, 
the proposal was taken to the 
Management, Marketing and Law 
Enforcement Departments. The 
Managment and Marketing 
departments felt a number of their 
courses could be easily adapted to 
communications majors. 
With this foundation, a basic 
program of studies was adopted, 
with the standard core program to 
be followed by Professional and 
Liberal Arts Elective courses, some 
of which exist already, and many of 
which are new. New courses will 
include Business Communication 
Theory, Public Relations, 
Advanced Public Speaking , 
Seminars in Advanced Business 
Writing, and a Pract icum 
(internship). 
The program will be implemented 
incrementally, starting with the 
lower level (sophomore) a nd 
building to upper level (junior and 
senior) courses. Co u r s e 
development is ongoing, a nd 
funding for this task has been sought 
from the National Endowment for 
the Humanities. Already the first 
stage "consultant" grant has been 
received, with otheT grants due in the 
spring. This in itself will be a fi rst for 
Bryant College-to receive outside 
funding for course development. 
These funds will be used to develop 
the program to its full potential. 
The Admissions Department 
hopes 25 freshman WIll enroll in the 
new concentrlltion next foUl Thi 
presents a problem, ror tM major b 
not listed in the new catalog, nor is it 
on t he a p p ll c tion [ar m 
Ad m is lon& per o nnel are 
encouTaging likely candidates to 
apply for the program, and 
literature describing the program 
has been printed up and is being 
distributed. 
It is required that for students to 
enroll in'the program they must 
demonstrate their comlletence in 
writing by submitting a writing 
sample no later than halfway 
through their freshman year. Bryant 
students wishing to transfer majors 
must also submit a writing sample to 
be evaluated in order to be accepted 
into the program. The samples will 
be evaluated by the English 
Department. 
The details of this new program 
are too numerous to list in this 
article. Individuals desiring more 
information on this program may 
contact either the Admissions Office 
or Dean Stanley Kozikowski in the 
Registrar's Office 
Accreditation Review 

By Do..... M.ynard 
Areh".y Staff Writer 
Coming this April, Bryant's 
accreditation is up for review once 
again by the Commission on 
Institutions of Higher Education. It 
has been six years since the last 
review and Bryant is ready. 
The main portion of the review is 
the college's responsibility. It is the · 
Administration's duty to conduct a 
"self study" of the college to 
determine if Bryant students are 
receiving a quality education and to 
make sure the school's facilities are 
up to date 
According to Mr. Wood, Vice 
President of Academic Affairs, the 
school is judged on twelve 
standards. In the self study, the 
Administration must describe each 
. standard, appraise them, and 
project new standards. As Mr. 
Wood stated, "These steps help us 
see how well we do what we say we're 
supposed to do." 
Attending an accredited college is 
important in itself, but to Mr. Wood 
and the Administration being 
accredited means "Bryant has done 
a good job". 
eet the Prez" 
Tuesday Oct. 30 
2:30-4 p.m. 
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DESK.... 
THE OPINIONS 

FROM THE EDITOR'S Library Noise 
rooms are available for small group To the student body: dIscussions on - a tirst come firstOn behalf of those students who Sl:rved basil is oeccsurv.
wish to use the library a,s a place for 
serious study, I respectfully request We need your cooperation. We 
that all people coming into the uon't like to put up signs which read 
libr~ry ac~no.wledge th.eir SILENCE or carry out a police 
patrol. Please respect the rights of Letter Polic) 
your fellow students and save your 
obligations and respect the rights of 
others. The library staff attempts \0 We welcome your letters on
social meetings and conversations provide an atmosphere and facility matter that concern the Bryant for the Rotunda, Student Center, that is open, inviting and conducive community. The few simple rules Country Comfort or dorm living to stully. We beleive that most of to follow about Letters ~o theareas. Ifyou feel someone is abusingOnce again, we I'low a new slate of Freshman Senators; those who enter the library see it that Editor are: I. They must behis or her individual privilages,way also. However, when 2500-3500hoNever, 1 hove noticed that none of the six new Senators signed (with Phone no. or Boxplease notify a member of the library people stream in and out of the no. for verification). 2. Theyae commuters. In fact, only two members ofthe Senateae staff so that we can take action. library everyday, the noise to meet must be legible (not necessarily commuters. This Is obviously an InacaJrate representatNe of Once again, it's your library,and socialize. typewritten). And they cannot bethe number of commuters, who roN constitute 41%of the We request that you restrict your please use it,don't abuse it. termed. in our judgement,
undergraduate student body. Two out of 28 Is not 41 %, or conversations to the minimum in the Thank you, libelous. obscene, or in poor
library. Library staff will circulate anywhere nea 41%. taste. Happy Writing! John Hannonand ask that you leave if ~our talking 
Director of Library Services Am I suggesting rhot a certain quota of commuters be on is bothersome to others. Conference 
the Senate? Of course not. That type of "AffirmatNe ActIon" 
would be outright dlsalmlnatlon. The problem ofcommuter 
representation on the Senate Is a much deeper one which 
relates to other problems between commuters and 
residents. 
A srrange thing is, while most commuters areaworeofthe 
omnipresent resident student, commuters do not make an 
obtrusive dent in the average resident student's life. Or 
'NOrSe, residents often hO\le stereotyped views of what a 
commuter Is like ("Disco," and "The Cranston Cut" ore the 
worst of these preconceivecf notiOns). 
The problem of commuter-resident relations has been 
attacked from many angles with less than fantastic success. by Craig Brickey "Janie dear," I said, "Isn't it time snorts when he laughs; Andrea 
Even in this very organization, there are dismally few you went on a diet?" drives like a cross-country truck 
"But Chris," she answered, "I driver; Janie likes (0 eat hot fudge commuters. yet, or this point, I am disgressing. Our basic October 26, 1979 have been on the Stillman Water sundaes wbile she dr;ves, which not question should be, how can commuters get better Dear Diary, Diet for the last six months-by the only imperils us all, but also makes Today a group of my friends and I representation on the Student Senate? Arst, however, we way, J immy, is there a bat hroom in her even fatter when she ends up have formed a carpool to get back must examine another question. We kroN that some this car?" sitting on my lap in Jim's car. Theand forth to school. We seem to be 
commuters DO run-why don't they win? Do commuters "Andrea, honey, would you mind revelry of a week ago Monday isperfectly matched and have a lot in 
so terribly removing your elbow beginning to fade. 
'¥'Ote? common. We all seem to have our from my ear," I requested politely. Splitting expenses has also 
schedules nearly synchronized,I would like to suggest rhot, on the next Senate Elections "Only if you remove your foot proven a wee bit difficult. Jim's car except for Rick's 2-3:15 on from my mouth." gets 35 miles /gallon, I get 20,(Executive Council early next Semester) rhot a simple survey Mondays and Wednesdays, but I'm 
"Excuse me," Tom said, "but you Andrea gelS about four. and so on. of the commuter/resident ratio of voters be taken, as a sure I can find something to do kicked me in the back of the head We thought we'd try simply passing between my la t claS$ which ends at simple addition to the ballot, much like the "srraw vote" removing your foot from Andrea's the hat whenever anyone had 10 pull
noon and 3:15. Maybe 111join THEquestions on this years fleshman election ballots. Once a mouth, Cris." into a gas station- then everyone ARCHWAY. We should have
valid count of how many commuters DOvote Is taken, there "I'm so sorry, Tom, I'll watch my started to make sure they ran out ofabsolutely no problems because feet from now on." gas on their day to drive. We'll have can be remedies to the situation. If commuters indeed do we're such good friends-why I'd 
"My how time flies-here we are to draw the line ·somewhere. not vote, such as increased campaign aaMty ( such as signs even let them use my wet 
at Bryant," said our driver, Jim. toothbrush. We'll start carpooling November 12, 1979 or polling stations) in the areas that commuters congregate. 
"I think my feet are mutilatedMonday. I just can't wait! Think of Dear Diary, (The basic flaw of this lklistructure Is that It indeed separates beyond recognition," Andreaall the money that I'll save. Tomorrow is Jim's day to drive
srudents Into two groups, commuters and residents, byvlrtue moaned. again. I swear that if I have to getOctober 29, 1979 "Shall we meet for lunch?" I said. of Its basic design). into that undersized sardine can one Dear Diary, "Sure thing, Student Center at 12 
more time, I'll scream. That Janie Today we all rode together toOne of the challenges of the newSenators Is to develop a noon," they all replied. always sits in my lap and she must school for the first time. Jim piCkedgreater sense of their "commuter awareness" in the November 3, 1979 weigh at least 450 pounds. I've gone all six of us up at 7 a.m. Imagine my poIicymaking of the Senate. Dear Diary, back to putting my foot in Andrea'ssurprise when he pulled up in a After the first week or so of mouth-that's one way to shut thatDatsun 210. Needless to say, it was 
carpooling, I've discovered a great non-stop trap of hers. At·just a wee bit cramped, but what's a 
many things. I found out that Jim conI. 10 p.3. col.)lettle squeezing among friends? We 
were quite a merry grouP. with the IlFRANKLY SPEAKING" PhillTankfour of us in the back seat. Janie was 
sitting in my lap. I remember our 
conversation quite well: 
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Library News 
Microfiche Program 
The Hodgson Memorial Library company's principal products and 
receives the IO-K's and annual services, the principal markets and 
reports on mirofiche for the methods of distribution competitive 
companies listed in "Fortune 500" as factors; backlogs and expectation of 
well as for 43 Rhode Island fulfillment, availability of raw 
corporations listed on the major materials, patents, licenses and 
exchanges. franchises , estimated cost of 
The "IO-K" presents complete research, number of employees, 
audited financial statements and effect of compliance with ecological 
includes identification of a laws, statement of total sale and net 
From the Counseling 
Center.... 
The third meeting ofthe Sexuality 
and Relationships Workshop will 
again be in the New Dorm Main 
Lounge this coming Monday night, 
October 29, from 7:00 to 9:00 p.m. 
The topic ofdiscussion will be Sex 
Roles/Values Clarification. What 
does it mean to oe female in our 
society? What does it mean to be 
male in our society? Where do our 
attitudes and values come from? 
How did they develop? These are 
just some of the questions to be 
discussed on Monday night. 
Again, the workshop is open to 
the entire Bryant community. We 
look forward to seeing you there. 
FOR MEN ONLy..... . 
The Counseling Center will be 
offering a new workshop open to the 
entire male community at Bryant: 
Men's Discussion Group. The 
purpose of this group will be to 
provide the men at Brynt with an 
atmosphere in which they can feel 
free to discuss common concerns 
that they encounter in their daily 
lives. Some of the topics that may be 
discussed are dating, relationships, 
the role of men in today's society, 
pressures that men encounter, and 
ideals that men are expected to live 
up to. 
The workshop will begin on 
Tuesday, November 13, at 3:30 p.m. 
in the Counseling Center. Mike 
Morcone, a Student Assistant and 
Dan Markowits, counselor, will 
conduct the group. 
Anyone interested in joining the 
group, sign up now at the 
Counseling Center. 
Big Brothers 
The Big Brothers of Bryant efforts of Bob Reeve (among others) 
College are looking forward to a our membership grew from 7 to over 
. ry successful year. At our recently 40 members. However, we need 
held meeting we focused on the many more Byrant Students to help 
objectives of our oTgBnization many fatherle boy in the Rhode 
getting more Bryant student to Island community who could use the 
become Big BrotheTS to fathe rless guidance of a "Big Brother. " So if 
boys). Moreover, we also elected you think you have what it takes to 
new officers of our club. he newly shape a boy into manhood 'then 
elected officers are; J ohn Robbins please contact eith John Robbins 
(Pre ident), Tom Scanlon (Vice­ (232~18) or Tom Scanlon (232­
President), Marc Lustig (Treasurer) 0006). This is a rewarding 
and Robert Calo (Secretary). Also responsibility which should be 
discussed were the various events experienced by all Bryant College 
which we have planned in the future. students. In conclusion, this Friday 
This incudes a tentative Karate (October 26) at 2 o'clock there will 
exhibition by the Byrant College be a representative ' from Big 
Karate Club, a cookout and our Brothers of RI giving interviews to 
annual Christmas Party (tentative potential Big Brothers. Then:fore, if 
held at the COUntry Comfort). you would like to join or just have a 
few questions then please stop by. 
Last year, due to the recruitment We encourage all to attend. 
Presidential 

SclJolarships 

Courtesy 01 Public Affairs scholastic programs , and 
extracurricular activities, according 
The 1979-80 Presidential Scholars to James R. Estey, associate 
at Bryant College will be honored by professor of history and chairman of 
President William T . O'Hara at .. the Scholarship Committee. 
lunc\teon to be held on Thursday, The Presidential scholars ' are: 
October 25. The ten freshmen Suzanne Brodeur, Woonsocket,RI; 
recipients of the scholarships, which Salvatore Sauco, Greene, RI; Lisa 
are in the amount o£$ I ,000 per year, Daly, Hollistan, MA; Susan Jensen, 
were selected for their outstanding East Hartford, CT; Lyn Simpson, 
academic records in high school, Glastonbury, CT; and Eliot Wright , 
class rank. difficulty of their Killingworth,CT. 
Fast Lane 
Cont. from p. 2: col. 5 
preregistration I made sure to stay 
out of all my "carpoolees" classes; 
after two hours in that car every day, 
I just can't stand to look at them in 
class. Lunch in the Student Center is 
a joke-I'd rather eat in a hospital 
cafeteria than listen to Janie talk 
about "her thyroid condition" asshe 
downs her fourth Bryantburger. 
November 26, 1979 
Dear Diary, 
Today was the end-the absolute 
end. It was my turn to drive my 
Pinto and pick everyone up. 
Someone made some crack about 
Jim's Datsun and Jim said, "Well at 
least when you ride in my car you 
don't have to worry about it blowing 
up like somepeople's cars I know!" 
That did it . I kicked everyone out of 
the car and drove off. I left them all 
standing . right there on Mineral 
Springs Avenue. 
November 29, 1979 
Dear Diary, 
I just added up my savings from 
carpooling last month. Compared to 
my usual costs, I saved about S35 
last month. Gee, I wonder ifJim can 
still rev up his Datsun..... 
HAPPY CARPOOLING! 
income from each line of business. 
The annual reports depict what 
management wishes to emphasize to 
the public. These reports describe 
earnings, foreign operations, 
employee benefits, changes in a 
company and subsidiaries. 
The first two frames of each fiche 
list profile information about each 
company and any reports filed 
during that year. 
Each company on the fiche has an 
alpha-numeric designation to 
control for similar or repeated 
names and to track down name 
changes from mergers, bankruptcy, 
eU:. 
omerent ways. To cite a lew 
examples: Disclosure can provide 
data for a marketing research 
project, for accounting majors 
analyzing current financial 
statements, for students learning to 
use IO-K reports in ihvestment 
analysis, and for students seeking 
information about prospective. 
Brycol 

Bulletin 

Applications for a seat on the 
BR YCOL Board of Directors are 
still available at the BRYCOL 
House. All applications must be 
returned by October 30. 
On Tuesday, October 30, 
BR YCOL will hold a Halloween 
Celebration at the C.c. Watch for 
fliers for more info. 
Registration for the Mixology 
Course being held on November 14 
and 15 will be held in the Rotunda 
from November 6 through 
November 9. The course cost SI5 
and 'eats are limited, so be sure to 
register early! 
Women's 

Discussion 

Group 

Women and career concerns will 
be the topic of discussion in a four­
session group offered through the 
Office of Career Planning and 
Placement. The purpose of such a 
group is to explore means of 
effectively dealing with career 
related concerns. An overview of the 
~ur sessions includes the following: 
Working Women-Myths and 
Realities; Women in the Labor 
Force-Where have we been?; Where 
are we now?, and Where are we 
headed? Within this general 
framework, participants will 
examine some of the following 
topics: 
-What motivates me to work? 
- What influence have significant 
others had in my career 
development? 
-What is career development and 
where am I in that process? 
-What is discrimination? How can 
I be aware of it? How can I deal with 
it? 
- What are the implications for me 
regarding the role of women 
entering the labor force? 
- What is the history and current 
status of Equal Employment 
Opportunity regarding women? 
-What conflicts can I expect to 
encounter as a working woman and 
how might I best cope with them? 
The career discussion 2fOUP will 
be headed by Bev Fogg, from the 
Office of6 Career Planning and 
Placement. The group is scheduled 
to begin on Wednesday, November 
7, from 3:15-4:15 and will meet on 
tour consecutive Wednesdays at 
that time. Interested students may 
sign up at the Office of Career 
Plan~ing and Placement. 
TilE 
INQUIRINe. 
PIIOT·Oe.RAPIIER 

This week's question: What do you 
think 01 Health Services! ' 
Photos by Mark Toms 
Interviews by Katie Cassels 
Paul Rocheleau: "It's good! They­
take care of us when we need it." 
Rich Daly: "I was sick at the 
beginning of this year and they were 
very efficient." 
Tom Rooney: "I had a case of 
hemorroids and they cleared them 
right up. Good job, Doc! 
Lori McCury: "I think their hours 
are good ." 
Wendy Monroe: "It's okay for a 
small school." 
Amy Shangraw: "It's necessary to 
have something on campus, but its 
efficiency is limited." 
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THE ORGANIZATIONS 

CIA 

The CIA would like to thank all 
the members who helped prepare the 
scrapbook and photo album for the 
Parent't Weekend exhibit. The 
group did an excellent job especially 
on such short notice. 
This year the CIA will have two 
teams in the intramural volleyball 
games. Team Captain. Kevin Burk. 
is optomistic that both teams will 
have a good season. 
Anyone who is interested in 
buying a CIA t-shirt , please give 
your name to anyone of the club 
officers. The dead line for the shirts is 
October 29. 
Congratulations to Carol Oliver 
and Rene Workman for being 
elected to represent the CIA in 
Personality Weekend . The club 
wishes the best of luck to both of 
you. 
Accounting Assoc. 
The Accounting Assciation will 
be sponsoring a mock interview a~ 
3:30 or Monday, October 
29. in the upper level of the student 
center. Tom Westgate. from 
Raymond F. Murphy and Co., will 
be conducting the interview. This 
meeting will let students. on an 
informal basis, learn about the 
interviewing process. A question 
and answer period will follow the 
interview. All students are welcome. 
Refreshments will be served. 
Delta Mu Delta 
We will be having our bake sale on 
October 30. 1979, between 9 a.m. 
and 3 p.m. in the Rotunda. All those 
who are baking something are asked 
to bring the baked goods in on the 
morning of October 30. Much 
thanks and appreciation to all those 
who are helping out. 
If any other members are 
interested in baking, contact this 
number; 333-0266, not a toll call 
from Bryant. 
Marketing 

To add to this weekend's 
Halloween festivities, the marketing 
club is sponsoring the movie, 
"Creeping Flesh." This movie 
which is packed with spooks 
and thrills will be shown on Oct. 29 
and 30 at 9:30 in the Auditorium for 
a mere admission charge of SOc:. 
Please join us for this frightening 
experience. See you there! 
There will be a Marketing Club 
meeting at 3: I 5 on Oct. 31. All 
members are encouraged to 
attend-anyone interested in the 
club is also welcomed to attend. 
Mountaineering 
The club just concluded a busy 
week. On Wednesday and Thursday 
small parties went to Lincoln Woods 
for instructional climbs. Also on 
'Wednesday and on Friday some of 
the more experienced climbers 
attempted to climb a high overhang 
at Fox Cave in Greendale. The climb 
turned back all efforts but the 
climbers feel that it can eventually be 
done. This would give the club a 
"first ascent" because the overhang 
has never before been climbed. On 
Sunday the club took advantage of 
the fine weather and journeyed 
down the Rockville, RI to climb in 
the Ell Pond Area. 
SAM 

S.A.M. members-don't forget 
about the Happy Hour Friday, 
October 26th, in the Pub from 3:30 
to 6. There will be beer and 
munchies for everyone and it will be 
a" good chance to meet other 
members. 
Also, remember the Boston­
Quincy Market Trip. Those who 
signed up and paid, the bus will leave 
at 10 a.m. from the front circle and 
return to the school around 7-7:30. 
Hope to see you at these events! 
ISO 
At our last meeting held on 
Ocotber 18th we presented a 
Bermuda movie. We had a very 
weak response and we hope to show 
the movie again next semester for all 
to see. 
There will be a' Holloween bade 
sale on Wednesday October 31 st in 
the Rotunda, from 10-1 
Our next meeting will be on 
Thursday, November 1st. 
THE·SENATE 

Senator of the Week 
Committee. She was also the 
onglnator of the Presidents' 
Council. Last year she worked on 
the proposal for the new arinex to 
the gym. She was a spokesperson to 
the Board to Trustees for the 
proposal. This year. she is helping 
plan a trip to "A Christmas Carol." 
This trip is sponsored by the Senate 
and the Alumni Association. She is 
Co-Chairperson for the Senior 
Class Gift Committee and also the 
student coordinator of the Bryant 
Fund. 
, 
Besides her Senate duties and 
College Committees, she somehow 
finds time to play raquetball 
most mornings at 6 a.m. She also 
belongs to the RI Nauli lus Center (a 
weight-lifting Clinic) and goes there 
three days a week. She has been a 
religious instructor and commenta­Sharon 
tor for four years. She is a 
professional model, instructor, 
interviewer, and lecturer at the RI . 
Sharon Lee McGarry is a senior 
McGarry 
Modeling Agency. She was also 
from Warwick, RI. She is a Teacher crowned Miss Rhode Island 
Education major and has been a Universe 1978. 
member of the Student Senate for 4 One of Sharon's outside 
years. accomplishments include the 
As a sophomore senator, she was hosting and coordinating of the 
Chairperson of the Faculty Liaison Racquetball Weekend 1979 for the 
Committee and Chairperson of the National Football League Players. 
Parents Weekend Committee. In Members of the Buffalo Bills, NY 
November, The seat of the Secretary Jets, NY Giants, and the New 
was vacated and Sharon was elected England Patriots were represented. 
to be the replacement. 'Also that She feels that this year the 
year, she was elected President and are working very hard . It has been 
her senior year she was elected very difficult up until freshman 
Secretary. elections for 18 senators to do the 
She did not run for President job of 24. Also, "the President [John 
again because she felt she had used Healy] and vice-president [Fran 
most of her ideas within her position Erba] are doing an excellent job. 
the previous year. She backed They turned things around and put 
Austin Healy because she felt he was the Senate into a new perspective." 
a good candidate. "I still wanted to Her immediate plans are to obtain 
be a part of Senate and that is why I a position in Public Relations or in 
ran for Secretary." media exposure. These area would 
Other College Committees bring out one of Sharon's best 
include the Student Advisory qualities-her ability to deal with 
Committee, Alumni Executive people. Sharon states, "when and if I 
Board, Presidential Scholarship ever get hitched, I'll be a. good little 
Committee, Honorary Degree . mother and school teacher ." 
Committee, and the Accreditation (Honestly, folks, she did say this!) 
Freshman Election 

Winners 

I.R.S. Ne\Ns 

Misconseptions about IRS Free IRS workshops OfferCause Needless Worry 
. Tax Assistance 
Over the years, many taxpayers automatic, increasing or decreasing Nowadays there are workshops to 
have come to believe as fact some taxes and refunds as appropriate. A teach you practically anything you 
misconceptions about the Internal mistake on its own does not generate want to learn, from Chinese cooking 
Revenue Service. Unfortunately, an audit. to fixing an automobile. There are 
these misconceptions cause Tax on a "long" form is not the even workshops to teach you how to 
taxpayers needless apprehension same as tax on the "short" form. cut your Federal income tax bill. 
and worry. Because of certain situations, some For special groups of taxpayers th 
The I RS is a large agency, and the taxpayers must use the 1040 Form, Internal Revenue Service sponsors 
tax law is complex-a combination often called the "long" form. workshops in convenient locations 
which might baffle the average However, the tax tables for both throughout the year. These groups 
person. The following, hopefully, Form 1040 and Form 1040A are the include small business owners, tax 
may serve to dispel some of the same. Taxpayers would not pay practitioners, and Volunteer Income 
common misconceptions: more tax simply because they Tax Assistance (VITA) program 
Using the peel-off address label choose to use one form over volunteers. 
will trigger an audit. The coding on another. The IRS workshops offer an array 
the label actually just speds up IRS agents and revenue officers of tax information from basic 
processing. It helps identify a work on commiss io n. IRS instructions for filling out returns 
taxpayer and the kind of forms employees, like other government and ac hedul es . to l ip s o n 
contained in the tax package they employees, work on a salaried basis. record keeping, itemizing deduc­
received; it is not an audit indicator. The amount of money they "collect" tions, depreciation, and even 
Once audited, always audited. or don't "collect" in no way appealing actions taken by the IRS 
IRS makes a special effort not to influences the amount of their with which you don't agree; for 
keep auditing the same people over paychecks. example, an audit determination. 
and over. In fact, IRS has a special Anyone who is audited will end up Workshops are geared to cover local 
program called the Repetitive Audit owing more tax. The outcome of an tax situations as well. 
Procedure, the purpose of which is audit is one of three possibilities: an Small business owners who attend 
to see to it that no taxpayer is additional tax assessment, an the workshops will discuss business 
audited two years in a row on the additional tax refund, or a "no­ taxes, tax benefits, tax responsibil­
same issue when there was no charge" case. It is not qecessarily so ities, depreciation of equipment, 
change the previous year. recordkeeping, as well as audit and COni. to page 4A col. J 
When IRS prepares a return, the appeal procedures. Recordkeeping 
tax is. always higher. If facts and is especially important because only 
figures remain the same, the correct through proof by receipts and other 
tax will be identical, no matter who documents can depreciation of 
prepares the return. equipment and other tax deductions 
IRS won't allow some deductions Tax Exempt Status and credits be taken. 
10 go on a return, but somebody else The Volunteer Income Tax 
Taxpayers who expect to earn less Assistance (VITA) workshopwould. IRS Taxpayer Service 
personnel will give taxpayers the than $3,300 in 1979 and paid no teaches VITA volunteers basic tax 
benefit of all allowable deductions Federal income tax in 1978 can avoid information necessary to fill out a 
having Federal income tax deducted I04OA, 1040, and Schedules A and B.made known to them by the 
taxpayer. from their pay by filing Form W-4, VIT A volunteers offer free 
An IRS mistake can never be "Employee's Withholding assistance to low-income, elderly, 
straightenedOUI. Ifattempts to solve Allowance Certificate" with their handicapped or non-English 
a tax problem with IRS are employers. On line three of Form speaking individuals with their tax 
unsuccessful, taxpayers should W-4, employees should write returns. VITA ,assistance is given in 
"Exempt." convenient neighborhood churches, contact the Problem Resolution 
libraries, and schools. To be a VITA Officer at their local I RS office. This IRS Director Charles E. Roddy 
may be done in person, or on the encourages full-time students who volunteer, no special law or 
phone by calling toll-free the IRS have only summer or part time jobs acounting background is required. 
number listed in the directory and and who meet the requirements for With a general education 
asking for the Problem Resolution exemption from withholding to take background and the VITA 
Officer. advantage of this. If this is done, workshop training you are ready to 
their employers will not deduct offer assistance. Ifyou are interested 
audit. Generally, math errors are 
A mistake on a return triggers an 
Federal income taxes from their in volunteering for VITA, call your 
wages and many students will not local IRS office for details. corrected automatically by the 
have to file returns simply to receive These workshops are conducted computer and do not generate an 
their refunds, audit. The adjustment is also Cont. to page 4A col. 2 
Fred Clark .. ...... .. .. .. ... 207 
Bruce Bonin. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 183 
Tracy Cusack . .. . . . ......... 167 
Jeff Hull . . .... ............. 154 
Cindy Bibbins .............. 151 
Mark Cake. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 138 
'Thanks to everyone who ran. We 
hope that you will still participate in 
Senate events. Updated information 
on the office hours, box numbers, 
and class info will be forthcoming 
Eight people voted for the drinking 
age to be raised . 
Who would you vote for in 
presidential election: 
the 
Kennedy . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 132 
Carter ..... . .. . ........ . . , .. 13 

Ford .. .. . .......... . . . , .... 36 

Brown .. .. . ...... . ...... . . . . 13 

I 
• 
....... 
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Cross-Country Steals Tri-State 

Championship 

by Bill Varney 
The Bryant College Cross­
Country team travelled to Stonehill 
College last Saturday to compete in 
the Tri-State Championships. After 
a disappointing finish in the RIC 
Invitational a week before, almost 
all hope of becoming Tri-State 
Champions looked bleak and 
virtually nonexistant. However, 
what appears to be, impossible is not 
always necessarily the case as Bryant 
quickly proved . Led by Senior Co­
Captain Barry Proctor's "best race 
ever" and a gutsy tea m effort, Bryant 
upset heavily favored Assumption 
College. 56 to 68 to be crowned Tri­
Sta te Champions. 
Rhode Island College's 
sophomore sensation Ron GilIoly 
blitzed through the 10 kilometer 
cour e in a record setting 32 minutes 
and 29 seconds. His fine effort led 
R IC to a third place in the standings. 
Pr oc tor followed up behind 
G!!loly, finis!!ing in a time of 33:1'L 
Phil Goss crossed the finish line 
three places later in 34:0 I to help the 
cause. But the key to victory came 
from the next two Bryant runners, 
Scott Pierson and Bill Eastty. 
Pierson tenth overall by running a 
fine race in 34:32. Bill Eastty, 
steadily improving each race, came 
in fifteenth, just twenty-one seconds 
behind Pierson. Frosh Jim Forker 
rounded out the scoring by placing 
twenty-fourth and running a time of 
35:36. 
Finishing up for Bryant was Jack 
O'Connor in 28th, Ron Shiels in 
31st. Dave Timbrell in 51st, and 
Sheffield Tulloch in 71 st. Today. the 
top seven varsity runners are 
competing in Long Island in the 
I.C.A.A.A.A.'s . Meanwhile on 
Saturday. Coach Reinhardt is 
sending a junior varsity squad to 
participate in the Eastern 
Championships. 
In the women's five kilometer (3.1 
miles) race, Assumption College 
won both team and individual 
Men's Soccer 

b, Larry Wrlp. 
The men's soccer team pushed 
their record to a 4-6-1 mark this 
week by 10 'ing to Bentley College 
and defeating Nichols Collt:ge. O n 
Saturday Bryant lost to Bentley in a 
3-2 heart breaker. Bryant jumped 
out to a 2-0 lead before the half only 
to see Bentley score three goals in the 
second haIr. to defeat the Indians. 
The Bryant goals were scored by 
Fred Messier and Mark Kielar. 
Wednesday Bryant defeated 
Nichols College 1-0 in a ha rd fought 
contest. The only goal scored in the 
game came when Bryant's Tom 
"Cat" Clynes took a lead pass from 
Tim Huben, who was credited with 
the assist, raced down wing, beating 
two defensemen, and deposited the 
ball into the back of Nichol's net. 
That goal was all the Indians need eo 
to gain the win. 
Bryant will be back in action on Quinnipiac. The team will shoot for 
Saturday in a 1:00 contest agamst their fifth win of the season. 
honors led by the fine running of Sue 
~Tolley. She covered the course in 
22: 19. Bryant's Wini Pisarz came on 
strong in the end and finished twelve 
seconds back to take second palce. 
Kathy Lopes also ran well , laking 
20th in a time of 26: 17. Stonehill 
College finished second overall in 
the women's race despite sending 
their best runners to the New 
England Championships. 
Final Men's Team Standings 
I)BRYANTCOLLEGE .. . .... 56 
2) Assumption College ..... . . . 68 
3) Rhode Island College .. .. ... 86 
4) Roger Williams College .... 106 
5) Stonehill College. . . . . . . . .. 134 
6) Gord<>n College . . . . . . . . . . . 158 
7) Clark University ... .. . . ... 175 
8) Barrington College ........ 182 
9) Quinnipiac College ........ 258 
10) Connecticut College ...... 263 
Sports 

Quiz 

Serf•• Memo"" 
I. In 1924 against the Giants, Goose 
Goslin collecten six consecutive hits 
for the Washington Senators in the 
World Series to set a record. Name 
the player who not too long ago tied 
this mark. 
2. Name the player who established 
marks for RBI's in one game. and 
RBI 's in one series. 
3. In 1964, Richardson set a record 
for most hits in a World Series with 
13 against the Cardinals. Four years 
later, a Cardinal tied this record. 
name him 
4. Name the last NL team to win 
three consecutive World Series 
titles. 
5. Name the World Series champ in 
each of the following years; 
1912, 1916, 1935, 1948, 1959, 1966, 
and 1974. 
Bryant Hosts RIAIAW 

Cross-Country 

Championship 

On October 17, Bryant College 
played host to the Rhode Island 
A.I.A. W. Women's Cross-Country 
Championships. The race featured 
women runners from Brown, URI, 
. Providence College, Bryant College, 
Rhode Island College, and Roger 
Williams. Brown, a team that is 
always well represented in the New 
Englands. won the team title with 26 
points. Brown's Ann SulIivan. 
captured the individual honors by 
running the 5,000 meter cours'e in a 
very quick time of 18 minutes and 6 
seconds. 
Bryant ColIege had the pleasant 
distinction of fielding a complete 
women's squad for the first time in 
its history. Throughout the years, 
interest in developing a women's 
team has been met with limited 
succe~s . Although the team finished 
fourth in the meet, the interest shown 
by the girls is a positive step in the 
right direction. 
Representing the Bryant women 
were Wini Pisarz, Kathy Lopes, 
Sandi Musumeci. Sue Lawler, Jenni 
Proud. The latter four deserve 
special mention for running and 
competing, because they had little 
time to prepare for the race. Leading 
the pack of Indians was Wini Pisarz, 
who covered the course in 22:08 for 
25th place. The second Indian to 
cross the line was Senior Kathy 
Lopes who finished in 25:05, which 
was good enough for 34th place. 
Sandi Musumeci followed up in 
35th dliSpite suffering cramps along 
the wy. · She finished only ten 
seconds behind Kathy. Sue Lawler 
came through for the Indians in 38th 
place in a time fo 27:07. Jennie 
Proud rounded out the girls' scoring 
in 39th place with a time of 30:33. 
Coach Reinhardt would like to 
thank all those girls who ran. 
Sports 

Commentary 

From the Sports Editor 
-Certain articles in this week's 
paper might be a little outdated since 
there was a space shortage last week. 
The intramural volleyball season is 
over but last week's standings are in 
today's paper. I hope everybody 
enjoyed Parents' Wee·kend. 
Intramural football should be 
winding down their exciting season 
soon. Can Phi-Sig win their third 
To the Sports Editor 
In reading your sports pages over 
the course of the past several weeks, 
it has become apparent that your 
football prognosticator using the 
pen name of "Mick" leaves 
something to be desired. He is either 
a frustrated statistician or a Yankee 
fan. His degree of accuracy has 
certainly been consistent. 
CONSISTENTLY POOR! 
championship? 
To·othe Gridiron: The Giants and 
Jets are giving NY fans something to 
cheer about, also the ever tough 
Patriots causing trouble. To this 
week's football pickers (especially 
Miclf), Good Luck. Well that is it for 
this week's exciting column? So keep 
your feet on the ground and slay out 
of trouble this weekend . 
Not only has the Vice President 
for Student Affairs consistently out 
predicted him (6 out of 8), but I 
understand one of Pavlov's dogs has 
a better prediction record . I would 
definitely recommend he stay away 
from the dog track. 
Sincerely, 

Jimmy the Greek 

(wrilers name on file in The 
Archway office). 
Messangers Split 

Tournament 

The Ultimate Messangers had one 
win and one loss in last Saturdays 
parent's weekend tournament. In 
the first game the Messangers 
defeated Roger Williams by a 15-10 
score proving themselves as the top 
ultimate team in Rhode Island . It 
was a challenging game for both 
teams as they battled strong defenses 
and a hard wind. The scoring 
leaders for the Messengers were 
Greg Wood and Joe Cahill with five 
goals each. Assist leader was Tony 
Galuardi having seven assists. 
The Ultimate Messangers lost the 
second game to a fine W orchcster 
Poly-Tech. team by a close 17-15 
score. It was a hard played game 
between two fine teams. The 
Messa ngers led in the first half but 
relinquished it in the second half to 
the excellent play of W.P.I. 
Worchester is one of the best teams 
in the area with an impressive 8-1 
record. The Messangers are 
currently 3-1. Scoring leaders for 
Bryant were Lou Cullen with four 
goals followed by Joe Cahill and 
Greg Wood with three apiece. Tony 
Galuardi again lead in assists with 
six. Tony Richards and Chris 
Haviland had three each. 
In the third match Worcester 
Poly-Tech. defeated Roger Williams 
College by a score of 18-14. Overall 
it was a good tournament with three 
fine ultimate teams. The Ultimate 
Messungers would like to thank all 
stud and parents for coming out 
to tb P1 Come QUI and support 
the MesSlthgc aga in lhi aturda}' 
when they . R .T. and 
Providence Coflege. 
r 
THE PICKS 

PERLOW'S PATHETIC PROGNOSTIGATIONS 
San Diego 
New England 
Pittsburgh 
Washington 
Houston 
Buffalo 
St. Louis 
Minnesota 
San Francisco 
Miami 
Denver 
N.Y. Giants 
Philadelphia 
Seattle 
San Diego 
New England 
L.A. Rams 
Buffalo 
New Orleans 
Houston 
Cleveland 
Minnesota 
Chicago 
Miami 
Denver 
Philadelphia 
Seattle 
Dallas 
(Formerly Mick's Picks) 
over Oakland 
over Baltimore 
over Dallas 
over New Orleans 
over N. Y. Jets 
over Detroit 
over Cleveland 
over Tampa Bay 
over Chicago 
over Green Bay 
over Kansas City 
over Los Angeles 
over Cincinnati 
over Atlanta 
Last Week 7 and 7 
TASS "THE GREEK" 
over Oakland 
over Baltimore 
over N.Y. Giants 
over . Detroit 
over Washington 
over N.Y. Jets 
over St. Louis 
over Tampa Bay 
over San Francisco 
over Green Bay 
over Kansas City 
over Cincinatti 
over Atlanta 
over Pittsburg 
Last Week 7 and 7 (l think I got Mick's disease) 
Paae 2A 

Shelly Tehan chalks up one more point towards a victory enroute to her 
10-1 individual record . 
.. 
Womens' 

Tennis 

-Bentley .... . . . ........•• ... . s-o 

StonehlIl .................... S-2 

Clark ... .. .................. 7-O 

Dean Jr. .................... 8-0 

P. C........................ 1-8 

SMU ....................... 4-3 

R.I.C....................... 2-3 
Babson ................... . . S-2 
Assumption ...... ..... ...... 3-2 
Central Conn. . ... .... ....... 6-1 
Bryant striker ItnlinE ball from a would-be attack on Eoal while defense 
looks on. 
Womens' 

Soccer 

Stonehill .................... 1-3 

C urry .......... ...... .... .. 2-5 

R.LC....... . .......... , (W)2-0 

Tufts ..... . . ................ 1-5 

BrownJ.V... ............... . 0-2 

R.LC....... .. ·........ . ..... 1-3 

U.R. L ....... ...... ......... 1-4 

Stonehill ..... .... ...... . . (W)I-O 

.. 

, 
- ('-
Intram 
Women's V 
Division I .' 
Sonic 7's-A ..... ............. 7-0 
Looney Tunes ............... 6-1 
Joint Effort ..... . ..... ...... 5-2 
Gumbies ......... .... ....... 4-3 
SIX-B ..... .... , .•........... 3-4 
Wildcats ...... .. ... ...... ... 2-5 
Apple Pie Kids ............... 1-6 
Rockets ... .. . . ........ .. ... 0-7 
Division II 
Jaggers ............ .. ....... 7-0 

Basketcases ....... . ..... .. .. 6-1 

SIX-A ...................... 5-2 

Muppets . .. .. ............... 4-3 

Firing Pin . ... .......... .... . 3-4 

Ultimates ........... .... .... 2-5 

Panthers ........ .... ..... ... 1-6 

Sonic 7's-C ..... .. ........... 0-7 

en,
•In 
orIs 
-
Womens' Volleyball 
-
Takes Off
- " 
Bryant women set lor spike against St. Joseph's. St. Joseph's delaulted, 
but the two teams played unOfficially, with Bryant winning IS-I, andIS-'. 
Miki Marsell. who are doing very 
well, considering they have had 
virtually no varsity experience 
before. Recap of Women's Volleyball 
There are six games left to be play SMU ......... ... . 16-14,6-IS,IS-6
in the 1979 season, five of which, Wheaton . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 16-14,IS-6
said Ms .Cournoyer, are expected to RiC ............ ...... 17-15, IS-6 
be "competitive wins". One of those WPI ............ .. .... IS-I ,IS-.3
potential victories will be against Coast Guard Academy ... IS-I, IS-4Brown Un iversi ty.which is a Alberta Magnus .. . ...... 15-3, 15-7 

Division 1 t~m, IS "not expected to Barrington .. .. ..... 15-2, 15"(), 1S-4 

live up to its ranking." Coach StonehUl ........ .. ..... 15-7,15-6
Cournoyer expects a very difficult St. Joseph's ..... .... .. defaulted 

match against Eastern Connecticut, RIJC ••••.•. .. 3-IS, 15"(), 15-12, 15-11
a leadlng Division III team. UNH .... . •............ 6-15, 3-15
Bryant's team has improved Coast Guard Academy .. 15-10, 15-7,
vastly compared to the past two IS-IO
seasons (5-10 in '77, and 6-10 in '78) Western New England . . . . 15-0, 15-2 
with seven freshmen, a sophomore, PC ........ . . .... . 15-13, 9-15,IS-13 

a junior and three seniors on the 
roster Overall record 13-1. 
Women S\Neep 

Volleyball Thursday 

Night 

In the first match of last night's 
volleyball doubleheader, the Bryant College is a 28-8 division 11 team 
women easily beat Western New seemed to have an effect on Bryan! 
Enghtnd by the scOres of IS-O, and in game two, and the beginning of 
15-2. The easy win was expected , game three. Bryant started the 
and played almost as a warm-up to rubber ga me in a p parent 
the feature match between Bryant uncertainty and fe ll behind early. A 
and Providence College. long volley seemed to psyche the 
women however, and they made a The Bryant women won the first 
valient come from behind cbarge to game of the second match of last 
tie the game at thirteen all. Bryantnight's doubleheader, 15-13 against 
then pounded two smashes to win Providence College. Bryant took an 
the third and final game 15-13. early lead in the game, and The women's determination to
maintained it throughout until the 
win the match and make up a six
score was tied by PC at thirteen all. point deficit when it appeared PCA crucial spike by Mary Ellen hac;! it wrapped up was amazing in Couchon, got the ball back for itself. Then the women actually did Bryant. Bryant won the next two just that, which is more amazing. points to win the first game. Denise Coach Cournoyer was elated at theArmstrong made a number of great 
team's performance and felt that thespikes, while Diane Evans played 
women simply outsmarted PCconsistant, good defense, setting up 
which had an overwhelming size several key plays . 
advantage, and said of the girls," In the second game, the women 
they knew they couldn't be beaten lost some of their enthusiasm, and 
and played that way." later, some composure, enroute to 
The women are 13-1 now, and losing the second game 15-9. The 
unbeaten in division III. With six women made some crucial mistakes games to go, the women certainly on the front line, enabling PC to 
have their eyes on tournament play, swing the momentum over to their 
and a possible championship. side. The fact that Providence 
ral 
Ileyball 
Division III 
• •••••.••.••• •• ••• t-O 
. ....... ... ..... ... . . 0-7 
Division IV 
. . . . . .. .. , .......... . 6-1 
...... . ...... .... , .... 6-1 
Ladies ........ .. .. . ... 5-2 
....... . ..... . ... . .... 4-3 
Niners .. .. ..... ... ... . 2-S 
a&Co.... . . . .......... . 2-S 
:ttes . .. .. ............. . . 2-5 
Pack . ......... .. ..... .. . 1-6 
The women's volleyball team has 
gotten off to a tremendous start this 
year by remaining undefeated in 
division III, with only one loss 
overall thus far . That loss came 
Monday night at the hands of the 
University of New Haven, a strong 
division II team. The final score was 
15-6, 15-3. 
Tuesday night, the Bryant women 
were back home to play the Coast 
Guard Academy. 
Earlier this year, Bryant romped 
over Coast Guard's team 15-1 , IS-4, 
so Tuesday night Coach Lorraine 
Cournoyer decided to give most of 
the starters a rest, allowing everyone 
to get more playing time. Thewhole 
Bryant team res ponded we ll, 
handling co t Guard with no major 
problems, 15-10. 15-7, 15-10. in a 
best of5 match. The game ongmally 
was not official, but Coast Guard 
needed a decision for its own record, 
so Bryant consented to make it 
officiaL 
Bryant played without two of 
their leading player because of the 
latc game the night before. Besides 
the outstanding play of three 
starters--Nancy Berardi, the captain 
and setter of the team (she acts much 
like a quarterback and calls most of 
the plays), Mary Ellen Couchon (a 
leading scorer and spiker this 
season), and Diane Evans, co­
captain; Linda Byrnes, a freshman, 
had a n ex ceptional match . 
According to Coach Cournoyer, 
"Linda has been playing very well, 
and has a strong potential to be a 
starter." Ms. Cournoyer al 0 
commended three fi rst-year player , 
Kathy SmIth, l. orranna Holt , and 
Pa2e 4A 
"Archie Archway" Answers You Dear Archie ... 
Language Survey 

The Student Senate is interested in finding out the views of Bryant 
students for a foreign language program. 
I . If a language program was instituted at Bryant, would you 
participate? 
Yes No 
2. 	Do you think languages are important to a business career? 
Yes No 
3. 	Should a foreign language be required or an elective? 
Yes No 
4. 	Which language would you be interested in? 
French 
Spanish 

German 

Italian 

Other 

5. 	What topics in the language would you like to be included? 
History Literature Other . 
Anyone interested in a foreigh language program being started at 
Bryant, please fill out this form and put it in Box 2549 or 1680. If you 
have any questions or ideas, please call Ann Martland at 232-0290 or 
Caren McGauley at 232-0292. 
There will be a follow-up questionnaire through the school next 
week. Your cooperation will be appreciated in filling out these forms. 
THEARCHWAV October 26. 1979 
Parents' Weekend I 
their fut ures are hopeless and to 
drop out. Don't feel bad I 
understand that one of the RA's was 
on the waiting list at the beginning of 
the year for awhile. 
Dear Archie, 
My roommate, Karen. keeps 
kicking me out for unmentioned 
IRS NEWS CONT. 
COni. from page 4. col. 4 
that a person who is audited will 
have to pay more tax, but it is a 
possibility. 
These misconceptions are 
certainly not all of the incorrect 
notions people have about the IRS. 
Many of these misconceptions 
would probably be clarified by a 
taxpayer if he or she only took the 
time to visit a local IRS ofice, or call, 
using the toll-free number listed in 
the directory. 
COni. from page 4. col. 5 
locally by IRS offices nationwide, so 
that scheduling can eas il y 
accommodate those attending. For 
further information about t he free 
workshops, caU your local IRS 
office. You may not learn how to 
prepare a Chinese dish, but you may 
learn enough to save substantially 
on your taxes, and send yourself on 
a trip to the Orient instead. 
BR'fANT COLLEGE 
SKI TRIP 
MT. WASHINGTON 
VALLE\( 
JAN. 6.-11 
reasons. I don't mind gettinlt kicked 
out but when another girl is in there I 
get edgy. What should I do? 
The Couch Isn't Comfortable 
Dear The Couch Isn't Comfortable, 
In today's liberal society I don't 
feel that it is right to lecture 
roommates on what is right and 
wrong. I can sympathize with your 
couch problem and I assure you that 
you are welcome in my dorm 
anytime. 
Dear Archie, 
I went to dinner the other night 
and ate something that looked like 
compressed hamburger I meatloaf. 
What was it? 
Dale 
Dear Dale, 
We checked with the food service 
and there are six or seven 
possibilities. It seems that they have 
more creative names than creative 
chefs. Happy Hogies. 
Dear Archie, 
I went to the dining hall yesterday, 
as usual. I stood outside the doors 
but no one would throw out any 
food . What should I db? 
Rip 
Dear Rip, 
Bark if you dare!! 
Problems? Write to Archie in care of 
The Arc:hway 
By Janet Miller 
of The Arc:hway Staff·s, V pUllll(1l0-vL61 ' s:lIO!JO 
:lJOW!l11l8-9961 'SJ:ljJpoQ 'V'1-6!;61 
'sUll!PUI pUll):l":lJ:)-8v61 'SJ:ljJ!l. The Eleventh Annual Parents' 
l!OJl:lQ-!;(61 'xoS p:l~ uOls08 Weekend is now a pleasant memory. 
The event was a great success as the 
-9161 'xoS p:l~ uOls08 -Z I~!.v~~ hundreds of parents who attended 
-ZV61 )0 SlllUlpJ"IlJ smo"] 'lS :ItU'v would tell y~~ .. 
. . 'l(oOJ8 nO'l .( " The activIties got underway 
'pJO;);)J Friday night with music and dancjng 
l'n the dl'n l' ng hall and pub. There wasJ:lqloull l:lS Ol S:I!J:lS :lql U! sunJ Z ( 
U! :l" UJP OSI!! :lH 'qi!JnqsU!d lSU!"Iljjl! also quiet entertainment in the 
S~!J:lS 0961 :nfl JO aWlllf pUQO:I :llll Country Comfort. 
U! sunJ X!S U! :lAOJp S:l,}l(UllA l(JOA Saturday had a very fuJIschedule. 
O\\:lN :lql JO UOSPJllq:>!~ The began with a variety of 
U! !lllUUI:>ulJ lSU!lllfll O\\OJ II 11  81 
X!S papallo:> uosunW UllWJnq.l '1 
I,nb IlJ,lodS ~ql 01 U~MSUV 
events w 
organizational fair, a punch and 
cookie reception at which parents 
had a chance to get acquainted with 
the faculty and administration, a 
crafts fa i r . a n d the same 
enterta ining slide show which 
intrOduced many of this fall' new 
students to Bryant College. Bob 
S hafer. of "Simon Sez" fame, drew a 
big crowd for his game, and he kept 
everyone laughing with his ususual 
commands and balloon contest; but 
the roo t exciting part of the 
afternoon p ro ra m was the 
skydiving demonstration. Everyone everyone laughing within seconds as 
thought that both of the he picked on the people who hadn't 
parachutists had totally missed their made it back to their seats in time for 
target, but somehow both men came his entrance. After another short 
down right on the white "X" in front break, it was John Mapes' turn to 
of the Unistructurc. hold the audience spellbound with 
The highlight of the weekend was an amazing demonstration of 
the headliner. President O' Hara hypnosis. There was also dancing in 
opened the show with a welcome to the pub and dining hall and quiet 
the parents, and Kelly Monteith music in the Comfort. 
SKI WU.DCAT, ATTITASH, CRANMORE 
AND BL.ACK. 
came out. His routine was very Parents' Weekend '79 was 
entertaining. Unfortunately, the definitely a great success. Thanks to 
sound system had to be the star of Howie Rappoport, Nick Puniello 
the act. Henny Youngman followed and the Parents' Weekend 
a brief and . ~a.~ Committee who made it all possible. 
$99GETS '{OU 1ST CLASS MOTEL, 
INTERCHANGEABLE LI FT TI CKET, A COLLEGE 
MIXER WITH F~EE BEE~, AND DISCOUNTS ON 
RENTALS AND LESSONS. 
CONDOMINIUMS ARE $29 EXTRA. MAN'I B~'IANT 
STUDENTS HAVE AL~EAD'I SIGNED UP 
CONTACT CHRI S MACINA 8'( NOV, 5TH FOR RESERVAnONS AND 
INFORMATION. 232-0107; D-3, 432. 
Dear Archie, 
I just found out that my number 
on the housing list went up from 10 
to 12. What do I do? 
Delineated 
Dear Delineated, 
Your best bet is to show 15 or so 
freshmen accounting majors that 
Who Woos Who's Who 

Even though my back was to her, I 
knew immediately from the high­
pitched squeaking noise of her legs, 
that Nibs McVinyl, one of my least 
favorite student senators was 
approaching. 
Well, hello Paul. How have you 
been? Are you still commuting? Do 
you like my fishnet stockings? Are 
the stories I've been hearing about 
you taking penicillin for a bad case 
of.. .. ... "Alright Nibs,"I said. "What 
favor do you want now?" "It's 
nothing much," replied Nibs, 
brushing back her hair. "I would just 
like you to nominate me for Who's 
Who college student edition. If I 
make it I'll get local and national 
publicity and special job references 
so I won't have to worry about 
employment when I leave Bryant." 
"But you've got all that now." I 
argued. "Why don't you nominate 
me instead?" Nibs glared at me 
coldly. "Let's be realistic about this, 
Paul. The average student like you 
wiII never make Who's Who. That 
hOllor belongs to only the 
exceptionaly smart, athletic, or 
powerful. What would happen if 
Who's Who published only the 
names of average students?" 
" Maybe more people would buy itT 
Ni bs shook her head sadly and then 
proceeded to put a five dollar bill in 
my hand . She knew that I would do 
ju t about anything for money. 
.. ow I want you to nominate me 
and four other people for Who's 
Who. I'll expect to see the paper 
tomorrow. Have a nice day." And 
with that Nibs left and I went offto 
blow the five buclc$ on losing instant 
lottery tickets. 
Throwing the tickets away, I then 
headed for the Ii brary to research the 
hjstoy of successful Who's Who 
Bryant students. But the people that 
caught my eye were the ones that 
never made even the nomination 
stage, yet still went on to become 
WJ MF presents the "Disc Jockey of 
the Week," a radio announcer who 
works diligently on his program 
format every week and who plays 
ppealing music on the Sound 
Iternative. The disc jockey of the 
Week will be chosen by Liisa Laine, 
Program Director. "This is designed 
o aquaint the students with the disc 
. ockeys, I like it." . 
This week's disc jockey of the 
week is "Looney Bob." Bob Todaro, 
ophmore marketing major from a 
Long Island, favors the music of 
S pringsteen and Southside Johnny. 
"I have a tremendous interest in 
'heatrical Thesis 
part of Bryant's folklore. :such 
people as Larry Hogblack who paid 
for his college education by selling 
football cards that were supplied by 
the local Mafia. After he graduated 
he went to work for the Mafioso as a 
C.P.A. 
In awhile however, Larry tired of 
this dishonest life and offered to turn 
over his books to the police, but on 
the way to the stationhouse Larry 
had a terrible auto accident-his car 
fell into a junkyard car compacter 
and emerged a four-by-four square 
block of crushed metal. The police 
cited drunken driving as the cause of 
the mishap. 
Then there were Bill and Lois 
Fosdick, the nicest people ever to 
attend Bryant. Bill only lasted in 
Hryant for two years when he had to 
leave due to the medical problems 
caused by an excessive amount of 
footmarks on his back. Lois fared 
slightly better though she did live in 
constant fear that her last breath 
would be a belch and she wouldn't 
be able to say "Excuse me." Yes, it 
seems that Lois was nice to 
everybody, including her aunt 
whom she visited every nine months 
like clockwork. Lois today is the 
manager of her own orphange 
where she is so loved, all the children 
call her "Mom." 
The toughest man ever to come to 
Bryant wa~ one Joey Dalton. He 
would paint ball bearings brown and 
then feed them to squirels. This man 
was so tough that he would steal a 
hot stove and then come back for the 
smoke. Joey Dalton went on to drop 
out of Bryant and joined the Greek 
navy where he was killed when three 
other of his shipmates tried to rape 
trim. 
My favorite unsung hero of all 
was the greatest lover Bryant ever 
produced, namely Bobby Cole. 
Bobby was rumored to have a nine­
inch tongue and the ability to breath 
through his ears. But despite his bed-
hopping, Bobby remained quite 
religious, in fact whenever he went 
into a motel with a date, he would 
always call room service and have 
another Bible sent up. It is sad to 
note however, that things did not go 
well for Bobby once he left Bryant 
and today he is serving a life 
sentence in a Greek prison for the 
murder and attempted rape of one of 
his shipmates. 
It was easy finding Nibs the next 
morning since she's the only person 
in the school '\Vho plays disco music 
at eight a.m. on the pub's jukebox. 
She looked over the nomination 
sheet I handed her. 
"Who are these other people you 
nominated, Paul?" she asked. 
"Well, the first two spend all their 
free time in the Ii brary just studying 
so they can get halfway good marks, 
so they don't have the time for 
extracurricular activities like you 
do." 
"I guess they're alright." said 
Nibs. "How about these last twoT 
"That guy and girl there each have a 
family," I started,"And they both 
also hold down a full-time job 
besides being full-time students here 
at Bryant. How they manage it I'll 
never know." "Enough of the others 
Paul, what did you write about me?" 
"I told the people at Who's Who 
that your Dad pays for your college 
education so you've been free to 
become a student senator and be 
head of the "Let's Name the Bryant 
Indian Committee." To my great 
surprise, Nibs McVinyl seemed 
pleased by this. 
"Gosh Paul, that was excellent 
strategy, nominating those other 
nobodies to make me stand out!" 
"But. ," Nibs got up to leave. "With 
the people you nominated me with, 
I II be sure to be picked by the editors 
of Who's Who. Thanks again Paul." 
As Nibs McVinyl squeaked away. I 
hac! the terrible, sinking feeling that 
she was probably right .. 
WJMF Program Notes: 

music, being a disc jockey helps me 
share this with other students. Due 
to this fact I'm crazy, it helps me 
. release excess energy." 
Looney Bob can be heard rockin' 
away on Monday afternoons from 
II a.m. to 2 p.m. and on Wednesday 
8-11 p.m. 
Another innovative program 
heard on WJMF is the "Faculty 
Focus," a talk show hosting 
different a professor each week. This 
show is geared to the personal side of 
teachers and also discusses events on 
campus. This week Katie Cassels 
will host Dr. Robert Fischman. 
Tune in and get to know him! 
Trinity's Funny IBosoms' 

The Trinity Square Repertory 
Company has opened its fall season 
with a frequently funny, often sad, 
d somewhat chaotic play dealing 
with how three people cope with 
their miserable lives. 
As playwright of Bosoms and 
Neglecl.1 ohn Guare indicated in a 
(alk at the New Haven Repertory 
Theater (also putting on this play), 
he comedy comes from all the 
i tractions that people use to avoid 
the fasie pain.: He believes that 
tople lead basically unhappy, 
roblematic lives and that their goal 
to "be ready to dodge whatever is 
ning to come." In Bosom and 
Neg/ect. the characters dodge their 
MIIPpiness mainly by making up 
a1se images of themselves and by 
overing up their misery with tlielr 
THE CALEND,AR 

Your weekly guide to "What's Happening" in the Bryant 
Community 
Saturday, October Xl 
Halloween Mixer, 8pm-1am,gym 
Sunday, October 28 
Mass, 12 Noon, Rotunda 
Movie, "Cinderlella" 7pm and 9:15pm, auditorium 
Monday, October 29 
Mass, 12 Noon, Father Lolio's suite, Dorm 6 pit 
Study Skills Workshop, 3:30pm, Counseling Center 
Movie, "Creeping Flesh", 9:30pm, auditorium 
Sexuality Workshop, 7pm-9pm, New Dorm lounge 
Tuesday, October 30 
Mass, 12 Noon, Father Lolio's suite 
Bake Sale, 9am-3pm, Rotunda 
Time Management Workshop, 3:30pm, Counseling Center 
Spiritual Awareness, 7pm-9pm, Father Lolio's suite 
Halloween Party, 9pm-1am, Country Comfort 
WJMF Concert 

Report 

October 
28th: The Jackson's - Springfield Civic Center, 8 pm 
31 st: Bonnie Raitt - the Music Hall in Boston, 8 pm 
November 
4th: Grateful Dead - Providence Civic Center, 8 pm 
7th: Bob Seeger - Providence Civic Center, 8 pm 
9th: Styx - Providence Civic Center, 8 pm 
10th: Talking Heads - Ocean State Performing Acts Center 
12th: Billy Joel - Boston Garden, 8 pm 
22nd: Fleetwood Mac - Providence Civic Center, 8 pm 
27th: Rainbow - Worcester Auditorium 
28th; Aerosmith - Providence Civic Center, 8 pm 
December 
7th: Rainbow - Ocean State Performing Arts Center 
17th: The Who - Providence Civic Center, 8 pm 
COMING NEXT WEEK IN 
THE ARCHWAY 
THE PREREGISTRATION SECTION 
Complete information to guide you to this 
semi-annual exercise in frustration. 
HEUOS RESTAURANT 

1423 HARTFORD AVE., JOHNSTON 
272-1155 

HOME OF THE GREEK SALAD 

THE. NEWEST MOST EXCITING 
EA TING-DRINKING & MEETING SPOT. 
IN JOHNSTON 
Famous Greek Souvlaki 
• MOUSAKA ­ SHISI-H<EBOBS . 
• BAKED LAMB 
• STEAK~VEAL 
• PASTAS-SEAFOOD 
I I; OPEN 7 DAYS 11 A.M. to 1 A.M. 
" 'I 
f ~ GREEK AMERICAN CUISINE ~ 
10% off with college 10 
, 
sense of humor. 
Henny, an 83-year-old blind 
mother, has for the last two years 
been concealing a cancerous breast 
which looks as if a peach had been 
bitten into and "left in the back of a 
disconnected refrigerator and you 
come back in the spring and find out 
the peach rotted where the bite was 
taken out." Through the fine 
performance of Lenka Peterson, we 
can feel Henny's torment and 
appreciate her ability to retain her 
sense of humor. 
Henny's misfortunes throughtout 
her life make a strong impact on her 
son "Scooper" who. unable to ever 
break free of his mother, becomes so 
sick of her influence that he pleads 
with her to commit suicide. At least 
partly because of the guilt-ridden 
feeling he has for his mother's 
welfare, Scooper is not able to 
develop successful relationships 
with women or men. As Scooper 
reveals to Diedra, a manicdepressive 
type he picked up in a bookstore, he 
is tormented by a dream in which his 
mother keeps throwing him at a man 
and saying "you neglected me." 
Henny reveals in the last scene of the 
play that she had in fact used 
Scooper as a human weapon to hit a 
man who had not returned her love. 
Scooper's relatioifship with 
Diedra forms most of the play's 
chaotic and problematic moments. 
In act one, they have a fight over 
whether being in therapy or being 
analyzed is worse, Diedra 
continually makes up stories about 
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THE CLASSIFIEDS 

WOMEN'S MEDICAL CENTER 
ABORTION SERVICES 

FREE PREGNANCY TESTING 
*ABORTION PROCEDURES 
*BIRTH CONTROL COUNSELING 
*COMPLETE GYNECOLOGICAL CARE 
IMMEDIATE APPOINTMENT 
AVAILABLE 
CALL: 272-1440 
100 Highland Ave.-Suite 104 
Providence, Rhode Island 02906 
HOURS: 9-9 Mon. thru Fri., 9-S Sat. 
I. PIIil K.rn, answered all l1li _', questions from my 
true .riends: 
I. Hard, I flunk.d. 
2. Ho,Owon'lSmash your head (h.-ha) 
J. As long .s I g.t Plld. 
4. PIIil Kern? I know who I .m but you don·t. 
5. I don't know . I'm • sophmore. 
6. W.II, I don't get into ••ting signs, but I'm glad y.liked
ito-how about __ for the next silln? 
7. WIIIr, 10 admire? I'm h.ppy lhe way I am . 
This is Phil Kern signing on-HaPI>Y UMIII... spaceshols! 
P.S. Words 10 Ih.....IIIIy: In .lio ptdiculum. in Ie ricinum 
non vides. 
HapPy H.lloween to Honni., Ros.bud. Big Worm . lhe 
Hail.on, & M.nl.1 Ward!! Loy. M.llon Balls. 
~c~ Lincoln, would Iov. 10 hear from you in "our" book. 
Talhe girls in Ms. P's t a'clock mech. 01 Eng.. eSl>. Paula 
and Sandy: AMBIGUOUS. AMBIGUOUS. AMBIGUOUS. 
Mary 
H.y, Dute-Is this your lirst lime' Seems lik. it. 

Dull and Woody-Watch aut an Hallaw••n 

Gorgeous Georg.-Thank you lor being Ihere when I n.ed 

you. Linle Sister. 

"Shoes" 

Co... an dawn . Miranda . 

You and I ,n th. Midnighl Wind 

Hud. they 'aund your wallel! 

Bolling home is a Irans-.m again? 

Viy. I. " tout de suile" 

Thl snowstorm cam.th. AAAHHH! 

AUE will return 

Flash do it up. AUE 

Miss T.E. by twa lengths at Belmont. 

Pam you looked rial nice today. 

John D.-Did you eat you Milky Way? 

Is there sex alter Bryant? 

D.S.-23 Ihis semeste" 

K.C. King of Beef. 

M & T.D.-Vlrmant Hicks 

Beyond and baCk by Keyin C. 

Keyin- did you clean Ih. lable y.1? 

Grateful D.ad-Noy. 4-Be Iher. 

M.A. You're crazy but deliCIOUS 

J.D.-Hay. you popped cooki.s lately? 

Psycho chicken lives 

Hugh-Slickball king 

Mrs. Howard is a bunerbalilurk.y' 

There is an I me.n IS a soap problem 

"Ed, we wanl sa.p" 

Flash... saap sc.re in Bryant College 

JaM Guy. When are we going trolling for bluefsih in the 

pond? 
M,ke, thank you for bOlng • friend-you really do 
und.rstand me, Joan. 
Dorm 7 441 Plese grow up and learn 10 trun down your 
slorlo 0' ElSE! 

Dorm 7 431 Nexll,me you bring haem aguy pl.... close 

,he CIlnilins' 

Bert-Kiss Who? 

Ben-How's your tOO-IOO 

Joe-wlSled much Saturday nighl? 

L. Wom.n 

Congr.lul.tions TURF, 808, BONES, AND lWl's. B.n", 

luck next time LEVI, D.F . • nd KENNY. W.'re.1I proud of 

you. Pit. 0' Four. 

Carol: Keep it up. You IiY.n up my lif •. 

Welcome back 10 Jimmy .nd Vinny!! 

ABSOLUTEL Y'!' 

To Ihe g.ng Ihat's her. for Ihe week.nd: I hope you ill 

haye tun-Bucky 

Hey Miller, w.'re so confused! 

MB-II bener not be mean. 

:~:UI~n~ ~~~~~'~~o~'::~t ~.I~:~::.:~~~n¥r!~~~~ 
123 boys. 

Tru. B. is a "Ireaking anal p.ssag .... 

It was worth checking you mailbox 12 tim.s a day wasn'l 

It true? 
Bill, Time, and Mike-llow can yo run oul of gas wh.n 

your tanks were full. 

To C-l from C-2: Don'l call us, w.·11 call you. 

Doctor M & M-Bubbles you bener watch ouUt' 

A hoi chick lives in N.w Dorm 468 Soulh. 

BII-Thanks for being Ihere when I needed you-MM 

Mom and Dad-I never caught a COld. I bundled up just 

lik. you said. 

Mary can really make Ihose beer bontes com• . 

Rex, Rex, Rex, nice lace! 

Mary how good are you with...? 

St•••n J. Steven J., St.y.n J.! 

Lind. and Mary, Nice Pany huh? 

Hey Ros.bud-You're gon.. do what to GilIa's wha!??? 

Do you know what a chswiet< is??? 

Cheswicks are a Vlty rare bleed! 

Just ask any Cheskwick 

How ya doin DOLLFACE?!? 

How about you scooter pl.? 

R.m.mber, J.n is min.1 

How old are Twinki. and Erni.? 

Chesw,ckS do it boner. 

You 10, can boong to the Cheswick family 

All you haye to do is look, talk, and act lik. on.! 

Crackers and Cheel, foreyer. 

Wild Bill: Good Riddance 

Lori: REad the perSonals once In a while maybe you'll bee 

somehting familia" SJR 

AM AM AM 
John Boy-Ar. there really big tunles in the pond? 
John-l thought you wre a lifegu.rd! 
Jahn-lla•• a hobllt. Day' 
WHAT A "RACKET" -JOHNI 
T.nnis anyone? 
The 8:30 Sunday night kid! 
Steve-McDonalds is good as a Last Rasort 

Da.e and Brian-Want an apole? 

Sandy D.-Do you link it's time we got on the ball 

already-Ran 

ApoIes!...Wood!...Very small racks!...Churches??? 

Peanut Buner and Flun-nicl diet. 

Marion, beln by the guard booth Iat.ly? 

Dorm 6, Jrd lIaor-Palish Power 

Shalars-rau may nol be no. 1 in foolball , but yau'rl. no. 

1 group a guys-itT. 

Ed-You blnlr I.kl Iissons in girll.lk 

SUI. it was great haYing you up here this weekend but lhe . 

guys ha.1 nol stopped ..king when you'.. coming baCk. 

Can't wait 10 sel ya agair>-l.ave-Blg Sis-itT. 

R.y, haw's the skating? 

Jaan-I.t's lalk-Ron 

Debbie L.-We'li need to borrow your book ag.in 

Sherry: Just walt, I'll get you back_arion 

Lori- This turtle rael is in rlv.rsl. What no.,? Ron. 

JIMMY AND VINNY STRIKE AGAIN!! cb 

Buck is runnin' with lhe Devil (boner w.tch those half 

hours). Murilile 

Granny Anni. loyes Dilt Soda. 

J.ne Hathoway is .Ii.e and kicking al Bryant Collegel 

DANIEL SIMPSTON DAY LIVES! 

Vinny, Jimmy, Steye, Dave, and friends-.re you ready 

for a raudy _kend? We are!! 

Deb-too bad your friend is transferring to PC. Murielle 

JP-This is gOing 10 be an EXCELLENT w••kend. Glad 

you're here. 

BUCKY IS NO. 1 

J.W. Walter's lost. Maybe Xa.1er will find him!! 
Steve-iI's nat. preny pic:1ure. 
Ann's answering service 
carol Ann- I excel in being a conni.ing femalet 
Bob-did a linle dawn .bout an hour ago, look a look 
around m. whidl way the wind blow 
Go get.m Jimbo 
Debbie-Slow down, you mo•• too fast... "Ieeling 
Groovy," 
Elaine-"Hubby" gets around, YOU'd ben" walch iV 
Eem-Da you really ue lhe Braile technique in studying 
anatomy? . 

Sonya-Say 'lIew," ah please, 

Herderson-Thanks for undorstandlng, I love you, 

Smok.y 

Elaine-Wh.n will '111egal Whil. Siun Strike Again"? 

Debbie-Did the Sprite 1111 you up? 

Pall.clts makl bener lavers! 

Hey Sailor! Nice T.nnls game on Sunday. You ..allly 

know how 10 playa hard gam• . Yourlinll Sallore«, loves 

you. 

K.thy, Happy Founhl Hope we haYe man, mOtel lav., 

Dean 

Hi Jeanne, Marybeth, Dlria and Hally-Drunk mudl? 

Doria-Bill Waop-PJC 

Notices 

EAhN MoHEr 011 CAMPUS HOLIDAY CRAFT F!:STIVAL 
Studenls are inyited to display and sell at on-ampus 
craft "Sliy.l. Over $1200 in sales last year. For more inf~, 
call or write WJMF, Box 36, 231 -91SC. 
FREE-Siberian Huski• . AKC register.d 4 yr. Old, lemale, 
genU•. blue-eyed, looking lor a gOod.home.Call2J2-C241. 
Ask for Peggi• . 
VITO'5-Jaanne will be here Tuesd.y·s and Fridays H . 
ACCOUNTING MAJOR, mornings, same knowledge of mini 
campulers 54-5 per hour. 
SECRETARY, (Accounling) Construction company. Must 
be able 10 work through Ihe summer and ,nlend to Slay 
aher gr.du.tion. 2 semesters of .ccounting and Iyping. 
SECRETARY (Medical), Pan time immldiately. Johnston 
Area. SEE DAVID R SROOKS, Counseling Center. 
Lost and Found 
LOST Uti:;TUltN: tillytf .... 'av.iil watch on sily"; bana, 

taken Iram Faasball lable in Downstairs Game Room. 

• Engraying on back: "Love Gus 121TT'. Please return, no 

questions asked. Call Bill, 949-1262 or 949-Cil47....... 

LOST: IC dall.r rlward--Cawbay h.1 in classroom 246. le­
18. N.me Insid.--Call ram Schults 232-0012 or com. to 
Dorm !C, Roo .. 232. 
Personals 

Anybody wanlto join IheSluls Brother f.n club? 
Applications 
for the 
BRYCOL 
Board 
of Directors 
are now being accepted 
Applications are available 
at the BRYCOL House and are 
due by October 30. 
COLLE:GE 

.­ FESTIVAL 

PART TIME SALES 

Earn extra money working evenings 
with the Journal/Bulletin carriers . 
Hours-4:30-8:30 p.m. Must have car. 
Pay $3.50 per hour with $1 
commission for each order. Mileage 
allowance. If interested call Dan 
Donohue 277-7204. 
SUNDAY'S "12-7" 

tv... " Wednesdoy C"'~day q ....1 

W i) n SoC. ke t RJSTUDENT I . D 's KEQLl.RE.D 
766 ~ 5071 
Come in a17dJ~;n liS sil?9;1?,9 our5,z"5J; ~ ~t/!?t-y ,)'r-:19 ' ~a!d"es 
Proper dress reqJ.lired Saturdays 
TREE ADMISSION 

-.... ....-----------~--=-~=-....-.......-~-------------------------------.,.......,-
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More Personals 

........._ ..........._ ........_ ......._ ........ _._ ...._ ....._. 

HOWIE: Good luCk wilh my compelilion" 

Whln was Ihi lasl lime you ale Dopeorn al 5 in Ihi 

morning wilh. girls. I guy. & Julio? 

Julio. you·r. Slill losing! 

~~~~!.~~~k ~;~I~::~i~~ :~i~I:~:bUI hi has hlad 
CINDY-My whal a lo.ely pllnl' 

Heidi.whlre were you when Ihe lights wonl oul' 

MaryEllen. you know Ihal chain you "".reeL? 

Hieid. wher. are our rocks? S-- h..d and Twirp. 

Butch. Ho .u know ....ything? 

J.fHlappy Birthday! 

E-3 illh. place 10 bel (Yeah rrrigh~) 
8aer Drinkers make ben.r lovers. 
Boslon Bruin. to....r! 
::::~~IW' days ot Ih. old school yard sex. drugs. and 
Sammy Camlle. World's Worsl Dri... 

lIik. N .• sick roommates lately? 

Rick A.-How·5Ihe Air up in th. top ot 4. Spacey? 

Pa'!la. Paula, Paula 

Th. SPice Cowboy was hire 

and her•. .. 

and ller•... 

Wanda Wue. where are you' 

Huddy. wanl a Cookie? 

Randy. Jim. and Bill-Tile Thro. Sioages 

.eo·'s. 

ITALIAN ILU 

( ;;0INNER, served .DAILY) 
Extraordinary Home Style Italian Food 
Directions: Take 116 past Liquor Store to Rt. 5. On 
Rt . 5 just before Apple Valley Mall. 
W ukdays W eekends 

'Tuesday-'Thursday Friday and Saturday 

4 p.m.-9 p, m. 11 a.m ..,-l1 p.m. 

·-rhon~ 2.31-0919 . 
SENATOR HOWARD BAKER 
Announced Presidential Candidate 
Will Participate in and 
OPEN STUDENT FORUM 
on Friday, November 2nd 
at 10:00 a.m. 
at Sayles Hall, Brown University 
The Public is invited 
AUfhorized and paid for by The Baker Commillec. 
A ~op)' of Our reporr i~ filed Wilh Ihe Federal flC'clion 
Commi\\ion and is a...ailablc for purchas( from .he 
Federal Eleclion Comml'i'iion. \\!.a!'ihin~lOn. D.C . 
For more information 
please contact 
Michael Iannotti 
Box 48 
Providence. RI 02901 
Woody-You looked sexy in your suil. IIIIlonnis shoes 
r..lly added etass. 
I. and the It! Pte. whal a saga l 
Mark lhe Snake. Cake Ih. Mislake Ben Sw..rs/I().I8-79 
Sltw's go Ihi smiles 
CANOY'S DANDY. bul sex won'l rol your leelh 
Lo•• 10 eal them Mousi.s. 
Mousies whal I love 10 eal. 
Bite Ihey linle heads ott.. 
N,bble on Ihey tiny 'eel. 
Freshman girls-share a linle. 
New Hampshire Is Number One. 
Rose. Paula. Mary cook anolher bowl! 
Brian O·Squiriel. Chipmonks have teelings 100. CUZ 
A-Score. Th. team is ready for the big gam. coach. Bryanl
• . s. III. Holyoke. LJB80 
Dana. 00 blonds have more tun? Curious 
~~~iec1:ur Irain is I...ing al tee. Friday No• . 16. Be 
· Cuz"-Your .yes are the same color as your shirt. 

Top ot I-Snak. biles kill! 

Danm-I heard you have waler on th. kn..? 

Dolly. Flutty. Boom-80om. Cheechy-Nexl Year No. I 

lIugsy--Oo youlike your room? Boom-Boom. Clleechy 

Spanky-Did you have tun in Boston? 363.364. 

Andy in II-You didn'l quilt make il tor 2:.'10. 

Sclanky-Joanne tound anouie blond. 

Bobby-Ptea.. Eliminate Rough Vulgar Emotional Roudy
Trealmenl 
Oiscet1es-we hi •• some competilion in l1li slud.nt 
conl.r-so....ne is playing "drug music· 
lr:~~ti :::,vt~~~. t~r~~tT~~ga,:]~~:;,,'!can't help 
Paula-Go thl to nul house!! 
Paula-Where are my macadamia nuls'? Tracey 
/;7nn- Can I have a bag.1 sandwich loo? Pt.as. oh 
To lhe world: due 10 the tact Ihal Bobby Falno was 
dropped on lhe head at birth-all his actions are 
excusable!! 
Bobby-Your sneakers are ugly! 

Bobby-Hav.n·1 you grown oul ot pro-keds yel? 

Bobby-Ask Santa Claus tor new sneakm!! 

BoOby-Keep your hands ott the DisCln... 

BoOby-Thanks tor lhe massage. 

Rich-Wanl a boer? 

Sle..-Groan much? 

Rich-The Humane SOCiety called and you are now 

wnaled tor cruelly 10 animals. 

Rich-Oon' you have any pride? 

Schlong. Schlong. Schlono. Schlong 

Rich--cry Rap.? 

Zoot-Hanuc'nale lIuch? 

Nick-are you sludying your Business Lawww".? 

Dave-Ar' you studying your psychoIOQeoe_...? 

Dan McDermon tor 0 . .1. ot lhe Week! 

Mike 8r.ton-l QUIT-AI 

Slow Children-llryant's new no. I band. 

AI-I never knew you _e so latenl.d. 
Ooctor Mand Bubbtes-Thanks tor all your pr.scripti..... 
Ilhink you have been sludying your books. Ibelie•• you
tinally tound lhe right remedy. 
T&C-Are your counseling ..rvices op.n 24houl$ a day? 
Danny-Thanks a 101 tor your advice. Iam still contused 

Ihough. 

Ken-You have a Whal complex? 

Che.-I hear you dance 10 Dim All Th. Lights. 

Chev-Uh oh' 

The doclor is oul. 

Greg-jusl how many classes have you skipped. 

Chlv.-This is not a WWLOII W..k! 
Who Is Ihe semi-inl.lligenl. nice guy wo hear so much 

aboul"! 

Hi OJ! 

Tom-you're tn! 
Tell m. jusl who is out and who is in. 

Linda-Hope you make iliO lhe cape. 

Elel-Earth 10 Dr. Franz. Earth 10 Dr. Franz...com. in 

please. 

EIC1-1 am so contused... 

Ele1-Lynn. can you please explain 10 Ihe class? 

Z-Score-The Hoyoke slave 

Z·Score-Does she make you shine her shoes? 

Z·Soore-ln the back seal ot your Pinlo? 

Z-Score-Yes. Mas.... 

Z·Score-Yes HOlyoke. your wish is my command. 

line III-You love her' and her' and Her? 

Loonay-You'" such a creal guy. 

Dana-No. I R.A 

Weetc.1Id Warnol$- l'a1\Y IltlllY (wotn OvItt,n.) 

Z-Score-II Henney Youngman saw you he 'd say.

"Look-sex lakes a holiday." 

Sherry-WOuld we call you lhallate. no; disco chiCk need 
lhek sl..p. 
Marshall B-l lo.e you. I can'l live wilhout you. Please 
consider my yearnings. "be. 
So much tor the 'good toOd' al Saga until Alumni 
Weekend. 
Jen-The tulure is bleak. 
ODE TO THE ARCHWAY 
Long ago in yesteryear 

The people were in need, 

For a paper that would tell, 

Of all the local deeds. 

So some writers formed a group, 
Who wrote the best and most, 
To put together a newspaper, 
Known as The Washington Post. 
But what about the Bryant scene, 

with exciting events galore? 

How would guys in old Dorm 12, 

Find out their football score? 

What about the Marketing Club, 
and that monthly dance? 
The missing of these rere events, 
You wouldn't want to chance. 
What we need is an"infor" sheet, 

To tell us all the news. 

On how to spend the 

next weekend 

We might just find some clues. 

And that is how it came about, 
The Archway and its staff, 
Printing this mighty newspaper, 
At which you all do laugh. 
The Archway's used 
in many ways, 
From scrap to swatting flies. 
Find it in your hamster cage, 
Or on the floor it lies. 
But just because you 
use this sheet, 
To paper-train your pup, 
You really shouldn't joke or jest, 
Or cut this paper up. 
For all the students 
working hard, 

All hours of the day, 

Bring you this paper every week, 

Without receiving pay. 

You're gonna lose. JUlio. you'" gonna lose! 

Nips. make sur. you get Ihal RlGUTTAch..... 

Syndia. does B.L. play the bagpipes? 

This is lhe worSI P.W. I've .ver beon 10...well.l·m not tile 

chairperson. 

It you don'l p,ck oul alilhe Vi...... WO'II nail you lolho 

cross.!! 
JuliO-YOU',. slill gonna lose" 
Knips·Fuzzy!...Ouzzy? 
Knips-I'm not the fig plucker ... 
Ernie trom ProvidencH lM TIUI 
Paulie: Mic-key Mooouuu..1 
E-3 Heartbreak Hot.1 
J.n-Did you find Ih. lucky one y.1"! 
Bob, Darteen. Gary, and Sa....."l's do that again 
sometime. 
...Whars on lhe agna tor nexl week'S lunch dal.' e.g. 

Some BIrthday party, righl Torn?!! 

Beta Brew is Best. 
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SCORPIO (October 23 - November Communist Movement will start 
21) Don't commit yourself to any making sense to you. You will 
important progects because you will d ream about someone named 
find them inconven ient and Alexis. 
GEMINI (May 21 - June 21) Strive 	 your best friend discovers that you unreasonable in the near future. AQUARIUS (January 21 ­ARIES (March 21 - April 19) The 
for better relations with your 	 are a transvestite. You also may not be living to fulfill Ftbruary 19) A good morning for planets are favorable and you can 
associates. Your guUibility will lead 	 VIRGO (August 21- September 12) th.e commitment. " socializing or poli ticing (or living for get much accomplished. Take 
to your ultimate downfall. 	 Let a difficult situation at home SAGITTARIUS (November 22 - that matter). Do not invite your advantage of t iUs situation, it 
CANCER (June 22 - July 21) Try to 	 work itself OUI in the morning and December 21) Don't get excited girl/ boyfriend over. it could bring bap.,. only once per decade. 
do your work today despite many 	 harmony will be restored. You will when your wife or girlfriend gets disasterous resulls. You will fall Ql.acrwise you wi ll have an 
Uft'productive d ay, constantly 	 interruptions. Your secretary will discover that your best friend is a very turned on by your advances - asleep while making love. 
try to seduce you for a laugh. U you transvestite. she is on drugs and will pass oul PISCES (February 10 - March 20) rambling and going off on tangents. 
don't have a secretary use the 	 LIBRA (Septembtr ]3 - Octobtr22) before you can do anything. Express your hapiness in a new way.TAURUS (April20- May 20) Your 
sympathetic approach on a stranger. Plan how to improve your daily CAPRICORN (December 22 - Try a new drug today. II will prove boss finally realizes your potential 
LEO (July 22 - August]1) You will 	 routine. It is so pitifully poor that January 20) Take time to plan your interesting if not fatal You will today and fires you. You will 
be under a great deal ofSlress today. 	 even you should bate it. Your future carefully. Chances are you become a religious fanatic if you are become a janitor at a senior citizens 
This situation will be solved when 	 friends will nickname you ZWOL. will screw it up but try anyway. The living tommorow.home or go on welfare. 
SANDWICHES: 
SUPER IT AUAN (Ham, Bologna, Genoa, Pepporoni) 
SPICY IT ALlAM (Genoa, Pepperoni) 
COLD CUT COMBO (Ham, Bologna, Genoa) 
ROAST BEEF 
PASTRAMI 
HAM 
TURKEY 
CHICKEN SALAD 
TUNA 
LOBSTER (Langostino) 
SAUSAGE 
MEATBALl. 
...ANDMOREf 
Also, now serving Delicious, Home-made PIZZA with 
Cheese, Pepperoni, Onions and Peppers. 
• 
com. from p.5. col.3Iher family to the point where you 
don't know if she is ever telling the 
truth. Both characters have so many 
arguments in the act that one 10 es 
track of what they are argui ng 
about. In addition, both characters 
cern too mentally disturbed for 
Guare's comment on everyone liVing 
unhappy lives to be effective. 
Certain ly, Guari doesn't believe that 
because people's lives are unhappy, 
they necessarily become mentally 
deranged, 
As a result, Act I has a few fu nny 
moments but too much chaos , Act II 
is much funnier and less chaotic. 
Here, the relatiOnShips belween 
cooper and his mother becomes 
clearer, as does Scooper's character. 
Both Rchard Kavanau gh as 
Scooper and April Shawhan as 
D ied ra give genera lly go od 
performances, though both tend 10 
overact during the arguments. T he 
I revolving set design of Robert Soule IS inventive, with Henny's room look 
aptly dismal. Diedra's apartment 
appropriately cluttered and the 
hospital room realistic and sterile. 
Bosom5 and egieci is playing at 
the Trinity Square Repertory 
Theater in Providence now through 
November II. 
1500 Place 
1500 Atwood Ave. 
Johnston, RI 
861·5108 
Rt. 295 south 

Rt.6 

Left at Atwood Ave. 
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